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ent to the field last Sunday with the Turbulent undercarriage properly repaired after it decided to
fall apart the previous weekend and needed field repairs that involved a wheel collar and several zip ties
kindly supplied by Matt and Dennis. One of the wheels was looking decidedly dodgy too, after a fix-it job at
the Noarlunga Scale Day last year involving copious quantities of five minute epoxy and a length of gaffer
tape…so it and it’s mate were replace as well.
So there I was all prepared for a relaxing afternoons flying and……….the bloody engine was loose!!!
Not only was the engine loose, but two of the bolts holding the aluminium stand-off tubes to the fire wall
were completely missing, and by the sound of the faint rattles had probably worked their way down to the
tail end of the fuselage. The thought of extracting the tank and just about all the equipment to get at the rear
of the fire wall was too much to contemplate on the field, so the model went back in the car …..grrrr.
When I got home I stood the model on it’s nose and shook it gently to see if the wayward bolts would
slide down to the front…..ha…...fat chance…no way….they just rattled away back there and refused to
budge. So I tried revolving the fuselage while I shook it…….this resulted in the rattly noises moving
forward a bit….just a bit! The next hour and a half was spent twisting and shaking….shaking and
twisting…..as those little buggers found their way forward…..former by former….push-rod hole by pushrod hole! It was like one of those kids games where you have to get the little sliver ball bearing around the
maze path without dropping into the hole traps….only the bloody thing weighs five kilos!! Persistence paid
off……and the bolts have been retrieved….and all without putting a knife blade to the structure…….but
there was a point there when I was tempted….very tempted. Hopefully I’ll get it all fixed and back together
for next Sunday.
Mauro …our roving reporter, has sent in a heap of copy with his particular slant on activities at the
field. When it arrived on my desk I saw that he had taken photos of the field repairs I had already talked
about in my heading paragraph this month……read on and see for yourself!
At the next general meeting I’ll be talking about the working bee on the Sunday 12th April to lay the
Astroturf. I’ll bring up the future repositioning of the pilots’ yellow standing markers, and the general layout
of the field around the pits…with particular regard to possible new taxi-way strips using the existing
matting cut into two pieces and laid perpendicular to the fence at each end of the pilot’s standing area. This
will give a visual reminder to not taxi behind the pilots’ area. Have a think and we’ll discuss next Tuesday.
I have noticed a few instances of ‘lack of procedure’ at the flight line lately……of which I have to
plead guilty myself …..and I guess we all have been occasionally. So I think it is time fore a ‘refresher
workshop’ about exactly what is required by pilots at the flight line. Let’s go through it at the next general
meeting and again in practice at the field on the day of the working bee sausage sizzle on the 12th.
The thing to keep in mind is…talk to each other out there ….treat things as if you were talking to the
tower from a full-size aircraft.
……..The correct procedure when at the flight line is to call out loud and clear your intentions…..
“ON THE FIELD” ……….when you are about to taxi out onto the field.
“TAKING OFF” ………....when you are about to open the throttle.
“LAUNCHING” …………when you are about to hand launch a model
“LANDING” …………...when you enter a landing pattern
“ON THE FIELD” ……..when you need to go onto the field to retrieve a model.
The important thing is not only call out loud and clear…but the others need to reply loud and clear as well!
And don’t proceed out onto the field until you have heard the response from the others.
Communicate Gentlemen ……….Communicate
When you have landed, taxi the model off the strip as soon as is practical, and if you need you go onto the
field to retrieve your model…do it a quickly and safely as possible.
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Bronze Wings
I have found photos of previous recipients that I had not published…
Errol Zobel receiving his wings from Bill
Kent

Keith Carter presents Sean Flaherty with
his bronze wings

Indoor Flying
The next indoor evening is on Saturday 11th April…..not Easter Saturday as the school is having a camp.

The rest of this Newsletter has been put together by Mauro for which I thank him most kindly – input from
other club members is encouraged in any form….as long as it is printable!
If you have an idea for a new section or just some recent news you would like to share the other club
members then send it to me via the website contact page or give it to me at the field on a USB stick.
Mauro’s copy is printed in blue
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Alan Turner’s Builders’ Forums
SMAC BUILDERS’ FORUM – 3rd March 2015
The forum was attended by Alan Turner, Mauro Maurovic, Paul Mitchell, Michael Quain and Nick Braithwaite.
This month the forum, continued with the build-up of Mauro’s Piper Semi-Scale wing and fuselage and discussion of
the methods of making up strip ailerons, and we fired up Alan’s BIG DLE 111 engine using the engine bench tester
which was pictured in last month’s newsletter.

How’s this for a scale
dashboard – for the Piel
Emeraude !!
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We also had time to look over a “C” type Jaguar that Alan is currently making street legal – wow! Not strictly aircraft
but is it a builder’s forum after all. ( the rev-heads loved it…ed )

I understand that Alan is leaning towards the “dark side” now as he keeps drooling over a fast boat !
Yep…it’s a model of a “Riva Aquarama” and for those of you interested, it based on the real production of these
luxury craft which had twin Lamborghini engines !! Production commenced in 1962 and targeted the wealthy, movie
stars and jet setters. Check it out on Google.
Alan has the plans…….
This forum is for all members and again I encourage members who have any questions on materials or tools to use,
issues with their aircraft or need advice on how to fix damage etc., to bring their aircraft along so that all members
present can advise of the best approaches. Similarly members who have any interest on how things are done or
made
Please let Alan know if you intend coming. If you have a specific question or problem also please advise Alan so that
he can be well prepared to assist. Although we concentrate on building it’s a forum whereby members can gain
knowledge and exchange ideas on all aspects of the hobby, if you are into ARF this does not exclude you from
participating.
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If you have a project that is too big or not easily transported that you would like help with or indeed if you would like
to host a forum at your place feel free to suggest it.

Meetings are held on the 1st Tuesday of the month
Next meeting: 7th April 2015 at 7:00 – 7:30-pm.
Contact details for Alan are:

0417816254

Alan’s Address:

13 Fox Hill Road Mount George 5155

Contact details for Mauro are: 0428639859 or email maurokay@gmail.com

Member’s Build Projects
Mauro’s Piper Commanche semi scale is also taking shape – the wings and fuse are now nearly
complete, save for covering.
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Phil Crawley’s Mosquito
I was lucky enough to see the current progress of Phil’s impressive Mosquito which he is building from scratch. It will
be an approximate 1/9th scale aircraft and Phil has also completed the landing gear which he has modified from a
Lancaster. He is glassing it and coating it with water-based resin.

Phil will be using 2 x EFlight Power 32 motors and 2 x 4S batteries to drive her into the sky…

Paul’s Gloster Gamecock
Paul has the fuselage
painted (silver doped) and
the rudder stripes and serial
numbers applied.
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Nick’s Yak PM18

Nick has completed the painting and is
currently installing the equipment in the
wing – looking good Nick.
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‘Caught in the Act’ . . . . . . . of flying at the field
Seems like there was a spate of

Paul Mitchell… Cowl-less

Andrew Cecil…Cowl-less

‘ incomplete’ aircraft’ flying around this month…

Nick Braithwaite…cowl-less

What ??!? …….No!!

Matt Flaherty cowl-less :-)

Sometimes things just seem to “happen” around the flying field and I know that we have dedicated working
bees to achieve major projects, but others improvements occur due to the dedication of a few who are seldom seen
working away to make improvements.

I noticed this month that a new, longer and well designed pole for the wind sock donated by Mauro has been
erected along with a streamer on the tranny pound – excellent work John Muckalt !
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…and what about the new water tank for the toilets – excellent work and thank you Michael Stock.

‘Pictures of concentration’…….

J
John

Trevor

Dennis

Paul
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Bill was concentrating too…

While Nick was concentrating on “other” things…
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A trio of P51 Mustangs from “M” Squadron (Matt and Mauro) waiting clearance for a sortie…
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Running repairs on the Turbulent – zip ties are just the best… (gees…I can’t get away with anything…! Ed)

Even if the zip ties hold, will the bald tyres hold out for another landing?? (That’s what’s called a re-tread Mauro…!)
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Adrian Merryweather’s fast moving Hangar 9 Jackal. This lovely jet trainer really moves and Adrian had to slow it
down so the shot could be taken.

General photos taken through March

Dennis Batge’s Stearman

(Great shot Mauro…ed)
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John Gotovac has the complete
field workshop at hand
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Phil Crawley’s new Sea Fury

Next General Meeting – Tuesday 31st March
See you at the Great Eastern Hotel - Littlehampton…..6.00 for a meal…..meeting starts at 7.00.
Video night – Mauro has some spectacular footage for us.
See you all there.
Cheers
Paul
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